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Revised Economic Outlook for Korea
The Korean economy is solidly on track to rebound

the pandemic. This relatively good performance

in 2021 even when the nation’s battle with

reflected strong fiscal and monetary policy

COVID-19 continues. The contraction in Korea’s GDP

response and robust external demand, especially

in 2020 was modest in comparison to many other

for semiconductors, consumer electronics and

advanced economies, and the Korean economy

health products. These growth drivers will likely

held up better and showed greater resilience in

continue to keep the economy moving forward.

the face of economic downturns triggered by

Economic Growth Outlook by the OECD
(Unit: %)

2021(E)

2022(E)

Economy

2020

Forecast
in March

Forecast
in May

Change
(%p)

Forecast
in March

Forecast
in May

Change
(%p)

World

-3.5

5.6

5.8

0.2

4.0

4.4

0.4

G20

-3.1

6.2

6.3

0.1

4.1

4.7

0.6

EU

-6.7

3.9

4.3

0.4

3.8

4.4

0.6

Korea

-0.9

3.3

3.8

0.5

3.1

2.8

-0.3

(Sources: OECD, the Ministry of Economy and Finance of Korea, May 31, 2021)

With prospects for the global economy improving,

The OECD’s revised forecast came on the heels

economic growth projections for Korea have been

of the Bank of Korea’s projections. Korea’s GDP

revised upwards. In late May, the Organization

is expected to grow by 4% in 2021 following a

for Economic Cooperation and Development

reduction of 1% in 2020, according to the revised

(OECD) upgraded Korea’s GDP growth forecast to

outlook released by the Bank of Korea on May 27,

3.8% from its previous projection of 3.3%. “Strong

2021. Consumer spending is projected to rebound

export growth, rising investment and expansionary

to a 2.5% increase in 2021 after a sharp contraction

macroeconomic policy are boosting the economy.

in 2020. Household savings have increased as the

Distancing measures have contained the COVID-19

COVID-19 pandemic caused uncertainty regarding

virus spread, but weigh on large parts of the

future income and employment prospects. These

service sector, which keeps unemployment and the

increased savings may turn into a driver of

household saving ratio relatively high. When those

consumption growth once the pandemic is kept in

restrictions can be lifted, the economy will gather

check.

momentum,” the OECD said in a report on the
global economic outlook.
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GDP Growth Trend (2011 - 2022(E))
(Unit: %)
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(Source: Bank of Korea, May 27, 2021)

However, the pace of recovery may not be as fast

fare well thanks to the government’s investment

as hoped for. A slower recovery may be attributed

in infrastructure, while the severe contraction in

to delayed improvement in household income and

residential construction is set to slow down.

the continued implementation of social distancing
measures. Inevitably, the speed of recovery

A steady upward trend will continue for intellectual

depends on effective and sustained control of

property investment, which is forecast to grow by

COVID-19 and swift vaccination.

4.3% in 2021. R&D investment is expected to be on
the rise thanks to improving corporate revenues in

Equipment investment is expected to rise by

the private sector and an increase in government

7.5%, driven by solid investment spending in the

budget for R&D. Growing demand for software

IT sector and a recovery in non-IT investment.

applications for online platforms and services

Construction investment will rebound with a

will also help boost investment activities in other

1.3% growth being forecast for 2021. The civil

intellectual property sectors.

engineering construction sector will continue to
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Korean Economic Growth Outlook for 2021
(Unit: %)

2020

2021(E)

2022(E)

H1

H2

Annual

H1

H2

Annual

GDP

-1.0

3.7

4.2

4.0

3.2

2.8

3.0

Consumer Spending

-4.9

1.0

4.0

2.5

4.7

2.3

3.5

Equipment Investment

6.8

10.7

4.3

7.5

2.8

4.2

3.5

Intellectual Property
Investment

3.6

3.6

5.0

4.3

4.3

3.4

3.8

Construction Investment

-0.1

-1.0

3.4

1.3

2.3

2.7

2.5

Merchandise Exports

-0.5

14.8

4.0

9.0

1.9

3.1

2.5

Merchandise Imports

-0.1

11.0

5.9

8.3

3.0

4.0

3.5

Unemployment Rate

4.0

4.3

3.5

3.9

4.0

3.6

3.8

Consumer Price Inflation

0.5

1.7

2.0

1.8

1.3

1.4

1.4

Current Account Surplus
(USD billion)

75.3

33.0

37.0

70.0

28.0

37.0

65.0

(Source: Bank of Korea, May 27, 2021)

The nation’s external trade conditions are on

international travel has led to a decline in service

track to improve, with a broad recovery in global

account deficit. When the spread of coronavirus is

demand setting the stage for an exports rebound.

subdued, the amount of deficit may widen again.

Merchandise exports are projected to grow by

The nation’s merchandise account surplus is likely

9% in 2021, backed by the IT sectors, particularly

to narrow when international oil prices see an

the semiconductor industry. Non-IT sectors are

upside in 2021.

also heading for a robust recovery as demand
for petroleum-based products is likely to expand.

Consumer price inflation will likely trend up from

Robust export performance may offset weakness

0.5% in 2020 to 1.8% in 2021 as upward pressures

in domestic consumption, helping the economy

may gather some strength in line with a rising

emerge from the pandemic-triggered slump faster

pace of economic recovery. Rising prices of crude

than expected.

oil and agricultural produce and a hike in housing
rental costs will become factors that push inflation

6

Korea’s current account surplus is projected

up. Meanwhile, there will be weaker downward

to reduce to USD 70 billion in 2021 from USD

pressures coming from government policy

75.3 billion in 2020 mostly due to an increase

measures such as government subsidies for high

in service account deficit. Since the onset of the

school education and mobile phone bills. Core

COVID-19 pandemic, many countries have imposed

inflation, which excludes food and energy prices, is

travel restrictions, and the resulting plunge in

also forecast at 1.2% in 2021, up from 0.4% in 2020.

Labor market conditions remain weak in 2021,

impacted sectors such as hospitality, brick-and-

although the number of the employed people

mortar retailers, restaurants, entertainment and

is bouncing back. Around 140,000 persons are

recreation. The job reduction in the manufacturing

expected to be added to the workforce in 2021

industries will also slow down, backed by demand

compared to a decrease of 220,000 in 2020.

recovery at home and abroad. The unemployment

Once the surge in new COVID-19 cases is tamped

rate is projected at 3.9% in 2021 down from 4% in

down, a modest recovery is expected in the most

2020.

Korea’s GDP Growth in the Second Quarter of 2021
The Korean economy expanded by 0.7% in the

Although exports jumped by 22.4% year on

second quarter of 2021 following a 1.7% growth in

year, they shrank by 2% from the prior quarter,

the previous quarter. The continuous growth was

putting a drag on overall economic output in the

driven by a pick-up in consumer and government

second quarter. A shortage of semiconductors for

spending. Compared to a year earlier, the nation’s

automobiles was a primary factor that reduced

gross domestic product (GDP) increased by 5.9%

exports, but outbound shipments of cars continued

– the fastest growth in a decade. This was in part

to grow strongly.

because of the low base figures for the second
quarter of 2020, and it remains to be seen whether

The fourth wave of the coronavirus pandemic

the economy will be able to maintain the recovery

that Korea is now struggling to contain may put

momentum given the recent resurgence of

the brakes on its economic recovery. In particular,

COVID-19 in July and August.

rising daily new infections during the summer
vacation season are likely to weigh on the services

Private consumption rose by 3.5% during April

and tourism sectors, casting clouds over the

through June after growing by 1.2% in the first

recovery of consumer spending and employment.

three months of the year, while government

In the Seoul metropolitan areas, tighter social

spending increased by 3.9%, driven by health

distancing measures have been implemented to

insurance expenditure. Equipment investment

curb the further spread of COVID-19 during the

growth slowed to 0.6% in the second quarter from

peak summer holiday season. They include a ban

6.1% in the first quarter, and the increase mostly

on gatherings of more than four persons before

came from the transportation sector.

6 p.m. and no more than two persons after 6
p.m. as well as business curfew after 10 p.m. for
restaurants, cafes and bars.
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Quarterly Economic Growth
(Unit: %)

2019

2020

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

GDP

-0.2
(1.9)

1.0
(2.3)

0.4
(2.1)

1.3
(2.6)

-1.3
(1.5)

Consumer Spending

0.2

0.7

0.5

0.9

Government Spending

1.0

1.6

1.7

Construction Investment

-0.2

2.4

Equipment Investment

-8.3

Intellectual Property
Investment

2021
Q3

Q4

Q1

-3.2
(-2.6)

2.2
(-1.0)

1.1
(-1.1)

1.7
(1.9)

0.7
(5.9)

-6.6

1.2

0.2

-1.3

1.2

3.5
(3.6)

1.9

1.6

1.0

0.1

-0.4

1.6

3.9
(5.3)

-3.3

5.3

0.1

-2.9

-3.9

3.5

1.3

-2.5
(-1.5)

3.5

0.3

3.4

0.1

0.7

5.8

-0.6

6.1

0.6
(12.2)

1.2

0.1

0.7

0.4

1.2

1.8

0.8

1.3

0.2

1.9
(4.3)

Exports

-4.2

2.2

3.7

0.5

-0.8

-15.9

16.3

5.3

2.0

-2.0
(22.4)

Imports

-3.8

3.9

-0.1

-0.6

-2.6

-5.8

5.9

1.5

2.9

2.8
(13.7)

* Figures in (

Q2

) refer to year-on-year growth rates.

(Source: Bank of Korea, July 27, 2021)

The Rise of the Metaverse and its Impacts on the Economy and Financial Industry
The metaverse is coming, and it is going to be the

a world where physical reality is merged with the

next big thing. Metaverse - a combination of meta

digital universe.

(beyond) and universe - literally means “beyond
universe” and is typically defined as a collective

The metaverse is classified into four types as

virtual shared space. It combines virtual worlds,

below:

augmented reality, and the internet, and creates

8

Type

Description

Augmented Reality(AR)

Modification of a real-world environment by the addition of visual elements,
sound, or other sensory stimuli in a way that enhances one’s experience

Lifelogging

Recording one’s daily life in a varying amount of detail with electronic devices such
as wearables

Mirror Worlds

Representation of the real world in a digital reality to accurately duplicate the
physical world

Virtual Reality(VR)

Computer-generated artificial environment with three-dimensional scenes and
objects that appear to be real, making the user feel they are immersed in their
surroundings

Two major drivers behind the emergence of the

networking with each other online, all of which are

metaverse are the fourth industrial revolution

becoming a new normal. Contactless interactions

and the COVID-19 pandemic. Building on the third

have become more common than traditional face-

digital revolution, the fourth industrial revolution

to-face interactions in the new normal, drawing a

is now underway, bringing about fundamental

great deal of attention to metaverse technologies.

changes to the way the economy works and the

Indeed, after the onset of the pandemic, the

way people live, work and socialize. These changes

average daily usage of virtual reality devices in

are being fueled by technology breakthroughs

Korea increased by 37.9% compared to the pre-

in areas such as robotics, autonomous vehicles,

pandemic level according to a survey by the Korea

artificial intelligence, and the Internet of Things. All

Creative Content Agency.

these technologies are facilitating the development
of core infrastructure of the metaverse.

A wide range of companies in various industries
are setting their eyes on the emerging metaverse

The outbreaks of COVID-19 has been speeding up

trend. The rise of the metaverse is projected to

the creation and widespread use of a virtual shared

boost GDP globally by up to USD 1.5 trillion in 2030

space, accelerating the path to the metaverse.

from USD 46.4 billion in 2019 according to PwC, a

The pandemic has left people spending time

global consulting firm.

indoors, working and studying from home, and

Global GDP Contribution of VR and AR
(Unit: USD billion)

1,600

1,500

1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600

476.4

400
200
0

46.4

2019

2025(E)

2030(E)

(Source: PwC)
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This means that the metaverse may bring huge

Likewise, financial companies in Korea are seeking

growth opportunities to businesses in terms of

ways to take advantage of the metaverse in the

product and service development, marketing, and

areas of product advertising, customer service, and

business process improvement. In response, the

employee training. Hana Bank, a local commercial

Korean government initiated an industry alliance

bank in Korea, built a virtual training center where

in May 2021 to undertake joint metaverse projects

newly hired employees are to be trained. Standard

and promote the development of metaverse

Chartered Bank Korea is having a seminar on

technologies and ecosystems. The alliance

wealth management in a virtual setting where

consists of 17 companies including a major auto

avatars would welcome participating customers.

manufacturer and wireless carriers, and eight

Many financial groups are also planning to open

industry groups including the Korea Mobile

virtual branches dedicated to offering digital

Internet Business Association.

services to customers.

Against this backdrop, the financial services

The value and business benefits that the metaverse

industry is also intent on embracing the metaverse

can deliver are increasingly more enticing, and

to attract young tech-savvy customers and create

technological advances are opening the way

immersive and more personalized customer

for metaverse-driven innovation in the financial

experiences. The metaverse may allow financial

industry. In particular, financial firms are likely to

companies to provide seamless banking solutions

make the most of the metaverse to provide better

by achieving greater alignment between online

customer services. Improving the customer journey

and offline services. For example, services that are

and providing a positive customer experience

usually offered offline such as customer consulting

is one of the most important goals for financial

and due diligence for real estate investments can

companies, and the metaverse may be a powerful

be moved online to the metaverse according to a

tool to achieve that goal.

report by a research arm of Hana Bank.
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Revised Insurance Market Outlook for 2021
The Korean insurance industry weathered the

encountering a set of challenges, ranging from

COVID-19 storm relatively well in 2020, but insurers

ongoing economic uncertainty driven by COVID-19

are expected to see slower growth in 2021. The

to the prospect of new regulations such as tougher

pandemic and resulting economic fallouts are

solvency and capital standards. Moreover, another

causing long-term shifts in the insurance market

abrupt downturn in economic output may hamper

landscape, and insurers are compelled to adapt

premium growth, putting further strain on the

to evolving market conditions and meet changing

insurance market that is already struggling with

consumer needs and expectations. They are also

weakening domestic demand.

Korean Insurance Market Growth Rates 1)
(Unit: %)

10
5

2.2

0
-5

2018

4.8

4.4

6.4

5.6

4.3
1.3

1.2
-1.9

-1.4

2019

2020

-1.4

2021(F)

-5.1

-10
Life Insurance

Non-Life Insurance

Total

(Source: Korea Insurance Research Institute)

The growth of the Korean insurance market is likely

largely sluggish, putting downward pressure on

to slow to 3.1% in 2021, and the rate will be further

new business growth. As a result, insurers are

down to 1.3% when the retirement annuity sector is

expected to see a 2.1% decline in initial premiums

excluded. Although economic recovery seems to be

excluding retirement annuities in 2021.

faster than expected, consumer spending remains

1) The growth rates exclude retirement annuity.

Trends of Insurance Premiums 2)
(Unit: KRW trillion)

200.0
180.0

186.2

188.7

89.2

93.0

92.6

97.0

95.7

2019

2020

2021(F)

174.3

176.4

80.3

83.8

94.0

2018

160.0
140.0
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0

Life Insurance

Non-Life Insurance

Total

(Source: Korea Insurance Research Institute)

Insurance Market Growth Outlook
(Unit: KRW trillion)

2018

2019

2020

2021(F)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

110.8

-2.7

117.3

5.8

119.6

2.0

121.7

1.7

- Excluding
retirement annuity

94.0

-5.1

92.6

-1.4

97.0

4.8

95.7

-1.4

Non-Life

91.1

3.1

95.6

5.0

102.3

7.0

107.2

4.8

- Excluding
retirement annuity

80.3

2.2

83.8

4.4

89.2

6.4

93.0

4.3

Total

201.9

-0.2

212.8

5.4

221.9

4.3

228.9

3.1

- Excluding
retirement annuity

174.3

-1.9

176.4

1.2

186.2

5.6

188.7

1.3

Life

* Individual figures may not add up to the total shown due to rounding.
(Source: Korea Insurance Research Institute)

2) The figures exclude retirement annuity.
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Life Insurance
The life insurance market is expected to grow by

variable savings insurance are growing, but rising

1.7% in 2021, with total premiums projected at

surrender rates and decreasing in-force premiums

KRW 121.7 trillion. When the retirement annuity

will likely push overall variable savings premiums

sector is excluded, the amount of premium income

down by 4.9%. The increase in surrendered variable

is forecast to shrink by 1.4% to KRW 95.7 trillion.

policies is associated with growing preference of

Sales of death covers will likely slow down due to

consumers toward direct investment in the stock

declining demand and stronger supervision of mis-

market, and this investing trend is likely to continue

selling practices. As the COVID-19 crisis continues

throughout the year. In addition, Bancassurance

to drag on, depressed consumer confidence is

sales of variable life products will be adversely

becoming a downside factor in new business

affected by a recent move by banks to strengthen

growth in the whole life segment, which has

their internal controls on how variable life products

already been under strain from increasing market

are sold.

maturity. Strict social distancing measures are
also causing setbacks for face-to-face distribution

The individual annuity market is expected to

channels where a large portion of new life business

contract unless there is any increase in tax

is generated. Despite those challenges, protection

incentives. Although longer life expectancy may

life premiums are expected to increase by 3.6% in

be the primary driver that boosts demand for

2021.

annuity plans, an increase in individual life annuity
supply will likely be limited due to the challenges

General savings insurance is projected to decline

of longevity risk management and stronger capital

by 6.5% mostly due to the base effect. Sales of

requirements under new accounting standards.

Life Insurance Market Outlook by Line of Business
(Unit: KRW billion)

Line of Business

2018
Premium

2019

Growth
Rate(%)

2020

2021(F)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Protection

42,785.8

2.5

44,446.8

3.9

46,139.5

3.8

47,788.4

3.6

Savings

50,423.3

-10.8

47,411.0

-6.0

50,145.1

5.8

47,140.6

-6.0

Others*

761.6

-0.4

765.9

0.6

749.8

-2.1

747.3

-0.3

Total

93,970.6

-5.1

92,623.7

-1.4

97,034.4

4.8

95,676.3

-1.4

Retirement annuity

16,872.5

13.2

24,638.7

46.0

22,552.8

-8.5

25,997.0

15.3

Total(including
retirement annuity)

110,843.1

-2.7

117,262.4

5.8

119,587.2

2.0

121,673.3

1.7

* Others include group life insurance. Individual figures may not add up to the total shown due to rounding.
(Source: Korea Insurance Research Institute)
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Non-Life Insurance
Non-life premium growth is projected to weaken

growth momentum thanks to the expansion of the

to 4.8% in 2021 compared to 7% in 2020. When

casualty sector driven by liability, crop and mobile

retirement annuities are not included, the market

phone insurance. The marine insurance market will

is expected to grow more slowly at 4.3%. Total

contract slightly due to the high base recorded in

premiums excluding retirement annuity are

the previous year in the midst of rising trade flows

forecast to reach KRW 93 trillion, backed by long-

and shipbuilding orders.

term accident and health insurance as well as
general property and casualty (P&C) insurance.

A sharp slowdown is expected for the motor
insurance market, with premium growth slowing to

By line of business, the long-term non-life insurance

3.1% in 2021 compared to 11.6% in 2020, because

market is expected to grow by 5.1% on the back of

the positive effect of price hikes mostly faded. The

accident and health insurance. Continued inflows

ongoing rise of online distribution channels usually

of in-force premiums are boosting the accident and

offering lower prices is also putting downward

health insurance sector, which is projected to grow

pressure on premium income growth. However,

by 8.6%. Long-term savings insurance premiums

the number of car purchases and registrations

are set to decline further as insurers remain

will continue to increase due to the extension of a

focused on marketing protection products. General

temporary tax cut on purchases of passenger cars.

P&C insurance will likely continue to maintain

Non-Life Insurance Market Outlook by Line of Business
(Unit: KRW billion)

Line of Business

2018

2019

2020

2021(F)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Premium

Growth
Rate(%)

Long-term

50,573.6

3.0

53,098.9

5.0

55,922.3

5.3

58,757.7

5.1

Individual annuity

3,516.3

-5.0

3,291.2

-6.4

2,992.3

-9.1

2,789.2

-6.8

Motor

16,720.2

-0.8

17,567.7

5.1

19,612.8

11.6

20,226.4

3.1

General P&C

9,476.9

6.3

9,850.4

3.9

10,669.2

8.3

11,264.5

5.6

Total

80,287.0

2.2

83,808.2

4.4

89,196.6

6.4

93,037.8

4.3

Retirement annuity

10,777.7

10.2

11,778.1

9.3

13,118.3

11.4

14,176.1

8.1

Total(including
retirement annuity)

91,064.7

3.1

95,586.4

5.0

102,314.9

7.0

107,213.9

4.8

* Individual figures may not add up to the total shown due to rounding.
(Source: Korea Insurance Research Institute)
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Retirement Annuity
The retirement annuity market is poised to keep

The expansion of the individual retirement pension

growing as demand for annuity products is rising,

(IRP) sector is a positive force that drives the growth

with the 65-and-over population expanding. In

of the overall retirement annuity market. There

2021, life insurers are expected to see a 15.3%

are some negative conditions, on the other hand,

growth in retirement annuity premiums on the

that make for weak annuity sales, such as slowing

back of an increase in funding requirements for

wage growth and increasing unemployment amid

defined benefit plans. In the non-life insurance

the pandemic-driven economic weakness. Given

sector, retirement annuity premiums are forecast

that a large chunk of premium contributions are

to grow by 8.1% in 2021, backed by premiums from

made at the end of the year, there is a higher level

in-force policies.

of uncertainty as to growth projections for the
retirement annuity market.

Trends of Retirement Annuity Premiums
(Unit: KRW trillion)

30
26.0

24.6

25

22.6

20
16.9

15
10.8

10

13.1

11.8

14.2

5
0

2018

2019
Life Insurance

2020

2021(F)

Non-Life Insurance

(Source: Korea Insurance Research Institute)

Preliminary Business Results of Insurers in Korea for the First Quarter of 2021
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Insurance companies in Korea experienced a big

higher than expected performance came amid

jump in net income for the first quarter of 2021.

improving loss ratios and rising interest rates and

They reported KRW 3,872 billion in net income for

stock prices. There was also a one-off factor that

the January to March period of this year, up 164.1%

boosted dividend income for major insurers, which

from the same period of the previous year. This

contributed to overall industry net-income results.

Life insurers saw their net income more than

Net income of non-life insurers soared by 91.5% to

triple to KRW 2,554.6 billion as underwriting losses

KRW 1,317.4 billion thanks to reduced underwriting

sharply narrowed to KRW 4,715.3 billion. This

losses, which reflected the high base in the first

improvement resulted mostly from guaranteed

quarter of 2020 arising from significant losses from

business reserve releases in the wake of increases

an explosion event at a local chemical plant. Motor

in interest rates and stock market rallies. Samsung

claims remained low as the COVID-19 pandemic

Life Insurance, the largest shareholder of Samsung

led to a decreased use of vehicles amid social

Electronics, received special dividends of KRW 801.9

distancing. Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance, the

billion from the electronics company, and its net

biggest non-life insurer in Korea, also benefited

income for the first quarter more than quadrupled

from the special dividend payments from Samsung

from a year earlier to KRW 1,088.1 billion.

Electronics, which amounted to KRW 140.1 billion.

Net Income
(Unit: KRW billion)

Jan - Mar 2020

Jan - Mar 2021

Change(%)

Life Insurers

778.2

2,554.6

228.3

Non-Life Insurers

688.0

1,317.4

91.5

1,466.2

3,872.0

164.1

Total
(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)

In terms of top-line growth, insurers delivered

current interest-crediting rates on savings

stable performance with premium income

insurance and interest rates on bank deposits.

increasing by 3.6% to KRW 52.5 trillion for the

Protection insurance also increased by 3.1%, but

first three months of 2021. Life insurers’ premium

retirement annuity premiums declined by 10.1%.

income rose by 4.5% to around KRW 28 trillion

Non-life insurers reported KRW 24.5 trillion in

on the back of variable, savings and protection

premium income, up 2.5% year on year. General

insurance. Premiums from variable insurance

P&C insurance premiums increased by 8.5%, with

products soared by 15.2% in the midst of a

motor and long-term premiums rising by 6.3% and

booming stock market, while savings insurance

5.3%, respectively.

premiums grew by 6.3% amid rising gaps between

17
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Premium Income
(Unit: KRW billion)

Jan - Mar 2020

Jan - Mar 2021

Life Insurers

26,762.5

27,968.1

4.5

- Savings

8,169.8

8,688.3

6.3

11,148.7

11,499.0

3.1

- Variable

4,307.2

4,960.0

15.2

- Retirement Annuity, etc.

3,136.8

2,820.8

-10.1

23,926.2

24,524.0

2.5

13,762.7

14,486.7

5.3

- Motor

4,666.8

4,959.1

6.3

- General P&C

2,928.7

3,177.9

8.5

- Retirement Annuity, etc.

2,568.0

1,900.3

-26.0

50,688.7

52,492.1

3.6

- Protection

Non-Life Insurers
- Long-term

Total

Change(%)

(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)

In line with net income growth, insurers’

sharply went up to 11.19% from 4.57%. Non-life

profitability ratios also improved, with the return

insurers reported higher ratios than life insurers as

on assets (ROA) ratio of the industry rising to

below:

1.18% from 0.47%. The return on equity (ROE) ratio

ROA and ROE
(Unit: %)

ROA

ROE

Jan - Mar 2020

Jan - Mar 2021

Change(%p)

Life Insurers

0.34

1.05

0.71

Non-Life Insurers

0.85

1.53

0.68

Total

0.47

1.18

0.71

Life Insurers

3.64

10.99

7.35

Non-Life Insurers

6.44

11.58

5.14

Total

4.57

11.19

6.62

(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)
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Despite the revenue growth, insurers suffered

value of securities they hold as investments.

decreases in assets and shareholder’s equity due
to a reduction in mark-to-market gains on available

Increasing interest rates may help insurers

for sale securities. The total assets of insurance

improve their profitability in the long-term, but in

firms decreased by 0.5% year on year to KRW

the short-term, there is a dark side to the upward

1,314.6 trillion at the end of March 2021. They were

movement of rates. When rates go up, the value

broken down into KRW 970 trillion for life insurance

of insurers’ bond portfolios goes down as existing

and KRW 345 trillion for non-life insurance, with

bonds become less attractive than new bonds that

life insurers accounting for over 73% of the total

offer relatively higher rates. Although this decrease

industry assets. The total shareholders’ equity of

in value does not affect net income because it

the insurance industry shrank to KRW 133.7 trillion,

is recognized as unrealized gains or losses, it

down 6.7%. Rising interest rates caused insurers to

diminishes insurers’ book value or net worth.

suffer a 22.6% decline in unrealized gains on the

Total Assets and Shareholders’ Equity
(Unit: KRW trillion)

As of Period End

Total Assets

Jan - Mar 2020

Change(%)

Life Insurers

977.3

969.9

-0.8

Non-Life Insurers

344.1

344.8

0.2

1,321.4

1,314.6

-0.5

Life Insurers

96.6

89.3

-7.6

Non-Life Insurers

46.7

44.4

-4.9

Total

143.3

133.7

-6.7

Total
Shareholders’
Equity

Jan - Mar 2021

* Individual figures may not add up to the total shown due to rounding.
(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)

RBC Ratios of the Korean Insurance Industry as of late March 2021
The average risk-based capital (RBC) ratio of

in accumulated other comprehensive income,

insurance companies in Korea decreased by 19%p

which includes unrealized gains and losses

quarter on quarter to 256% at the end of March

reported in the equity section of the balance sheet.

2021. Life insurers saw their average RBC ratio

The yield on ten-year Korea Treasury increased

decline by 24.1%p to 273.2%, while the ratio of non-

from 1.71% at the end of December 2020 to 2.06%

life insurers went down by 9.2%p to 224.8%.

in late March 2021. Interest rate rises led to a
decrease in unrealized gains on available for sale

The primary reason for the decline was a reduction

securities for most insurers, cutting into the book
19
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value of their shareholders’ equity. As a result, the

If it continues, this trend may be a problem for

amount of available capital dwindled by KRW 11.1

insurers with thin capital cushions.

trillion to KRW 163.4 trillion as of March 31, 2021.

RBC Ratios of Insurers in Korea
(Unit: %)

340
330
320
310
300
290
280
270
260
250
240
230
220
210
200

296.0
285.3

258.2
249.7

263.3
253.2

233.2

234.1

Mar
2018

June

272.1

241.9

271.2

281.8

Sep

255.5

250.9

276.1

Mar
2019

June

258.4

Life Insurers

Sep

Average

283.6

266.2

239.3

238.9

Dec

297.3

281.1

286.2
268.6

260.8
241.6

292.6

284.5

273.4
261.6

303.4

301.1

Dec

Mar
2020

245.8

273.2
275.0
256.0

247.0
234.0

June

Sep

Dec

224.8

Mar
2021

Non-Life Insurers

(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)

Meanwhile, insurers saw their required capital

in alternative investments and loans. A growth in

expand by KRW 0.4 trillion to KRW 63.8 trillion as

retained premiums also caused the insurance risk

the credit risk amount grew in line with increases

amount to rise, driving up capital requirements.

Changes in RBC Ratios of the Korean Insurance Industry
(Unit: KRW trillion)

Q4 2020
Available
Capital

Required
Capital

RBC
Ratio(%)

Available
Capital

Required
Capital

RBC
Ratio(%)

Change
in RBC
Ratio(%p)

Life Insurers

122.2

41.1

297.3

112.4

41.1

273.2

-24.1

Non-Life Insurers

52.3

22.3

234.0

51.0

22.7

224.8

-9.2

Total

174.5

63.4

275.0

163.4

63.8

256.0

-19.0

(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)
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Q1 2021

As of Period End

Solvency capital management has remained

The RBC ratio is a key measure of how financially

one of the biggest challenges for the insurance

strong an insurer is, indicating its ability to absorb

industry in Korea with the implementation of IFRS

losses and pay insurance claims to policyholders.

17 scheduled for 2023 along with a new risk-based

Insurers are required to maintain the ratio at 100%

capital (RBC) regime called the Korean Insurance

or above. The supervisory authorities monitor the

Capital Standards (K-ICS). Insurers have been

RBC ratios of insurers, and in case of any signs

exploring various options in terms of both capital

of deterioration in the ratio, they will guide the

requirements and available capital positions to

financially weakening insurer to take proactive

boost their RBC ratios.

actions such as more rigorous stress testing and
capital raising.

Rise in Reinsurance Demand for General P&C Insurance
Non-life insurers in Korea are relying on

Ceded reinsurance premiums of ten major non-life

reinsurance more than before in a bid to enhance

primary insurers in Korea increased by over 4% to

their risk management. This trend of increasing

KRW 2,313.2 billion in the first quarter (Q1) of 2021

reinsurance purchases is related to an increase in

compared to the same period of 2020, representing

large-loss events over the last couple of years, such

more than 40% growth from Q1 2017. Over the

as a fire at Coupang’s warehouse in June 2021 and

past five years, the amount of premiums that they

an explosion at a Lotte Chemical plant in March

ceded to reinsurers has grown continuously from

2020. Following a series of large losses, insurers

KRW 1,618.6 billion in Q1 2017, KRW 1,915.1 billion

have been increasingly compelled to buy more

in Q1 2019, and KRW 2,215.7 billion in Q1 2020.

reinsurance to spread their risk of loss and avoid
catastrophic exposures.

Reinsurance Premiums Ceded by Ten Major Insurers in Korea
(Unit: KRW billion)

2,400.0

2,215.7

2,200.0
2,000.0
1,800.0
1,600.0

2,313.2

1,915.1
1,618.6

1,715.9

1,400.0
1,200.0
1,000.0

Q1 2017

Q1 2018

Q1 2019

Q1 2020

Q1 2021

(Source: Aju Daily, July 26, 2021)
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Smaller insurers tend to rely more on reinsurance

In addition, many commercial risks are too big for

than larger players, but recently bigger insurers

a single insurer to bear alone, and it is practically

showed greater increases in ceded premiums.

impossible for insurers to provide sufficient

Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance, the biggest non-

coverage to large businesses without reinsurance

life insurer in Korea, recorded the highest year-

capacity.

on-year rise of 15.5% to KRW 250.8 billion in Q1
2021, followed by DB Insurance (13.8%), Meritz

The growing reliance on reinsurance also reflects

Fire & Marine Insurance (8%) and Hyundai Marine

the growth of the general P&C insurance market.

& Fire Insurance (4.9%). This clearly demonstrates

In 2020, general P&C insurance premiums grew by

the extent to which non-life insurers rely on

8.3% to KRW 10,669.2 billion, surpassing the KRW

reinsurance has grown across the board.

10 trillion mark for the first time in history. The
market expanded by 20% over the past four years.

Reinsurance demand is traditionally high for

The proportion of the general P&C sector also rose

general property and casualty (P&C) lines of

to 10.4% in 2020 from 9.6% in 2017. With this trend

business because their loss volatility is significantly

of market growth, demand for reinsurance is also

higher compared to other lines. Reinsurance is

expected to keep rising, as reinsurance can provide

one of the most effective ways for P&C insurers

a crucial backstop for insurance companies against

to manage volatility in their underwriting results.

high-severity events.

General P&C Insurance Market Growth
(Unit: KRW billion)

(Unit: %)
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(Source: Korea Insurance Research Institute)
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Korean Re’s Business Results for the First Half of 2021
Korean Re delivered strong underwriting

most commercial lines of business and fewer large-

performance for the first half of 2021, with

loss events. The combined ratio improved to 98.1%

underwriting income surging by 82.3% to

compared to 98.8% a year earlier. In particular, our

KRW 41.2 billion in spite of COVID-19 losses on

domestic commercial business sharply improved to

overseas business and weak underwriting results

an 86.2% combined ratio from 98.8%. The strong

of personal lines of business. A combination

improvement in underwriting results led our net

of factors contributed to this robust business

income to grow by 1.8% to KRW 120.3 billion for

performance, including favorable pricing trends in

the first six months of the year.

Combined Ratio
H1 2020

100.5%

98.8%

H1 2021

101.9%
98.8%
94.8%

98.1%

96.3%

86.2%

Commercial

Personal

Overseas

Total

* The above figures are based on the company’s separate financial statements, with foreign currency
effects being excluded. The combined ratio for the overseas business would decrease to 89.1% as if basis
excluding COVID-19 losses of KRW 57.6 billion.

Investment income declined to KRW 116 billion due

persistently low yield investment climate. We have

to smaller gains on the sale of bonds, but returns

continued to focus on rebalancing our investment

on loans and alternative investments remained

portfolio to maintain an asset mix that best reflects

fairly good, generating an investment yield of

our risk and return profile.

3.6%. This solid investment yield came amid a
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In terms of premium growth, we suffered a

Our domestic business growth slowed to 1.2% in

marginal setback. Our gross written premiums

the first half of the year compared to 3% in the

decreased by 0.3% to KRW 4,168.3 billion in the

same period of the prior year. Commercial lines

first half of 2021 due to a reduction in overseas

of business showed some contraction in premium

business and domestic commercial business.

growth mostly due to the base effect from one-

The contraction reflected our strict and selective

off growth involving satellite launch insurance in

underwriting guidelines, non-renewal of

2020. On the other hand, personal lines of business

unprofitable accounts in some territories, and the

recovered to a 3.5% growth backed by long-term

high base in the same period of the previous year

and motor businesses, but our focus remained

due to large-volume processing of statements of

on portfolio management to improve the overall

accounts from overseas life business. However,

profitability of personal lines.

ongoing market hardening is expected to support
the top-line growth of our overseas business later
this year.

Korean Re’s Business Results for the First Half of 2021
(Unit: KRW billion)

H1 2020

H1 2021

Gross Written Premiums

4,180.5

4,168.3

-0.3

Net Written Premiums

2,829.4

2,934.6

3.7

Underwriting Income

22.6

41.2

82.3

Combined Ratio(%)

98.8

98.1

-0.7%p

- Loss Ratio(%)

86.0

85.7

-0.3%p

- Expense Ratio(%)

12.8

12.4

-0.4%p

Investment Income

125.0

116.0

-7.2

Operating Income

150.6

153.8

2.1

Net Income

118.2

120.3

1.8

6,307.4

6,734.1

6.8

12,429.8

12,765.0

2.7

Shareholders’ Equity

2,466.1

2,517.4

2.1

Return on Equity(%)

9.6

9.7

Operating Assets
Total Assets

Change(%)

0.1%p

* The above figures are based on the company’s separate financial statements, with foreign currency effects being
excluded for underwriting income, investment income, and combined ratio.
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Korean Re’s Unwavering Commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility
Korean Re has been strongly committed to the

raising awareness of suicide prevention and early

value of corporate social responsibility. In addition

intervention.

to doing good business, we seek various charitable
ways to do good things for the communities where

Another new program that we started to support

we live and work, making a positive impact on

involved the strengthening of social safety net

society. Our success as a company will be driven

in a community where Korean Re’s head office is

not just by how well our business is operated

based. Specifically, we provided financial support

commercially, but also by how well we support the

for the installation of fire prevention equipment

communities in which we operate.

or devices such as smoke detectors at places that
are vulnerable to fire events in the community.

Recently, there was a temporary suspension of our

Our support was also intended to help people on

in-person participation in volunteering projects due

welfare buy a government-sponsored personal

to COVID-19. Despite a reduction in the physical

accident insurance.

time we spent on volunteering works, we have
continued our support for good causes. Besides

(Re) insurance is all about helping people,

the programs we have been already supporting,

communities and businesses in times of distress

we started to engage in several new initiatives in

and protecting them against unexpected events.

2020. For instance, we began sponsoring Seoul

This is what Korean Re is committed to. We will

Rehabilitation Center for the Cerebral Palsied in

continue to do good things for society and live

February 2020, which was established in 1990 to

up to our corporate social responsibility, while

support those suffering from cerebral palsy and

doing good business to support our clients and

help improve their quality of lives. In particular,

stakeholders.

the financial resources we contributed were used
for purchasing specialty medical beds for cerebral
palsy patients.
Korean Re also signed an MOU with Korea
Association for Suicide Prevention in September
2020 to support a suicide prevention program
for high school students. Korea has the highest
suicide rate among OECD members, and suicide
is the leading death cause among teenagers.
Recognizing the severity of suicide and mental
health issues in Korea, we will continue to sponsor
the program with a view to reducing suicides
and suicide attempts among young students and
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(Photo: Korean Re CEO Jong-Gyu Won (Right) is visiting
the Jongno-Gu Office to make a commitment to becoming
a part of its project to strengthen social safety net in the
community.)
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